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A mathematical development is presented which allows the pressure 
drop to be determined for upward, annular, co-current two-phase 
flow in a tube. 
Einpirical methods are described which allow the flow regime to be 
identified and the value of the hold-up ratio to be established. 
The flow rates of each phase are required data as well as the 
inside diameter of the tube. Physical properties of each phase 
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I. DATA-EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED 
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In a number of technical applications, it is important t.o know how 
to determine the change in pressure of a stream consisting of a 
mixture of a gas and liquid, that is, to calculate hydraulic behavior 
in tubes along which a two-phase stream is flowing. 
In the field of refrigeration, condensation and evaporation are used 
as means of transferring heat. Distillation of crude oil into gasoline 
and other products is accanplished by vaporizing portions Of the oil 
in the bottan of the distillation column, and at the top, condensation 
provides reflux. Since this change of phase may occur in pressure 
vessels, heat exchangers or in piping, an understanding of the flow 
characteristics including the pressure drop is necessary. 
Calculations on the circulation of water in boilers, the performance 
of air lifts, etc., are typical of this sort of problem. As an 
example, the heat transfer coefficient fran hot gases to the boiling 
tubes in a water boiler is ordinarily many times smaller than the 
heat transfer coefficient to a boiling liquid. Consequently, it is 
necessary only to assure a sufficient supply of liquid to the walls 
of the tube to obtain regular cooling and to avoid the possible 
formation of regions of vapor locks. Hence, regulation of the 
manner of cooling a heated surface turns out to be purely a hydraulic 
problem in assuring a normal flow of liquid to the boiling tubes of 
the evaporator. Calculation of the performance of an air lift which 
rai~es a liquid by action of a rising column of air is an example of 
a calculation of the hydraulic behavior of a two-phase stream in 
which generally there is no transfer of heat. 
In the process of going fran all liquid flow to all vapor flow, there 
are several possible modes of vertical two-phase flow. The conditions 
of liquid and vapor flow under which the modes occur are indicated 
in Figure 1 by the positions of the letters on the plot of pressure 
drop vs. air rate. This pressure drop was drawn fran experimental 
data (1) for the upward flow of air and 175 lb./hr. of water in a 
1-inch I.D. plastic tube. When a small amount of air is introduced 
continuously, it is dispersed and the pressure drop with increasing 
air rate approaches a minimum as the density of the mixture in the 
tube decreases. This is the mode of flow in ordinary gas lift. At 
about this minimum the flow mechanism changes fran aerated, in which 
the air flows as small bubbles, to piston flow, in which the air 
flows as large, bullet-shaped bubbles. As the air rate is further 
increased, the pistons becane unstable and the flow mechanism ~asses 
through the regimes of churn and of wave entraj.nment. These regimes 
may be thought of as merely the transition region between piston 
and annular flow since the violent, patternless agitation of churn 
fl.ow gives way to the more placid, but still erratic, movement of 
waves superimposed on a film of water and finally to the uniform 
motion of annular flow. At sane higher air rate drops of water 
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Thus annular flow is bounded by the regimes of wave and drop entrainment. 
The lower limit of annular flow is at the second minimlml pressure drop. 
The regime of upward, cocurrent annular flow is defined as that in 
which the liquid nows as a uniform annular fillll on the pipe wll 
while the gas nows aa a central core inside the liquid annulus. 
'!be data reported by Hewitt (4) has been applied to the mathematical 
developnent reported in this paper, and a discussion of the results 
is included. 
-3-
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An expression for the shear distribution in the vertical film can be 
derived by setting up a manentum balance. The system is selected as 
a cylindrical shell of thickness /:.rand of length Zand the balance 
is the sum of all various contributions to the mcmentum balance in 
the z direction: 
Rate of mcmentum in 
across cylindrical 
surface at r 
Rate of mcmentum out 
across cylindrical 
surface at r + tr 
Rate of mcmentum in 
across annular 
surface at z = O 
Rate of momentum out 
across annular 











at z = Z 
(2rrrZ 1 rJ Ir + t:.r 
(Ti l (r + /:.r )2 - r2 JvJ(/JL = 0 
( Ti l (r + 6r )2 - 2 JV z) ( p VJ lz r = z 
(Ti [ (r + t;r)2 - r2 J z)(Pg) 
For the steady state flow and when the streamlines of the system are 
straight lines, the manentum balance is: 
[ 
Rate of 1 [ Rate of J 
Manentum.~ - Momentum out 
-4-
+ [ Sum of Forces J· = o 
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r; F = 0 
0 = ( 2m-Z T rJ Ir - (2TTrZ Y rJ Ir + txr 
+ (rr L (r + tir )2 - r2] V J~v J I z = 0 
- (rr [er+ tir)2 - r2]vzXPvz) lz = Z 
- (TT [(r + fxr)2 - r2 ]pZ 
+ (,, [(r + trr,2 - r2J)P1 - (n [(r + Arl - r2])P2 
Since this balance is taken on the liquid film, it can be assumed 
that the fluid is inccmpressible and that Vz and pare the same at 
z = 0 and at z = Z. Therefore the third and fourth terms c.:ancel 
one another. 
O = (2~) [ (r T rz) Ir - ( r T rz) )r + ~r] 










Referring to Figure 3, let r equal cRo, the radius at the interface 
of the liquid film and the vapor core. r +6r is equal to the inside 
diameter of the tube, Ro. Thustlr is the film thickness, S. pis now 
restricted to the liquid density, pi. [ 
R/t'r,I,.,. • C Ro t, 1 I 4 R: (I- c.'} Af - 0~ l S r,c~ .,;J Z I j 
where c = Ro -
-'<o 
Equation 2 can also be used to detennine the shenr distribution 
in the vapor core: 
T \ _ "'[ : _ ( (r+(lr/- /J/4_! _ _,] 
r l rl ( (l. \ - 7 '{ (tt.r ( ----:-- '· I 
o,I --
ll. l l l. l (r-,t.r )-(' • r + ;i rc.r +, t.r 1 - r • .;J ,(Jr+ _l:ir/ 
'l'he thickne~s Ar can be considered to be infinitely 
there ( A r) can be neglected. 
mn.all and 
r tn \,." - r T, \, = 
6. ( 
Taking the limit as dr goes to zero, the left side of the equntion 
is the definition of the first deri vuti ve. Hence eqw1tion 5 can be 
written as 
Equation 6 may be integrated frcm the center line of the vapor 
core, at r = o, to the interface, at r = cRo, At r = o, the 
velocity gradient, dV/ar, is equal to zero, and as such, by 
definition, the shear Lrz.\r. 0 is equal to zero. 
"')"' \<:. \?.o [ p -. z. IC. ~o 
r Lrz. 0 = ~ - p., j ~ " 
'Z. 




















F,quation 8 can be further simplified with an interesting result. 
Area Volume Density Ma
ss 
Total Tube 
1T Roz. rrRatZ 





,. ~ I 7 
Liquid Film 
£: ' , IT "(!-~·/ ,7lo ,/·~/ i..-
Let Pm represent an hanogenous density for the total content 
tube. , z.. 1 z ~ 
0 ( 'ct. l ') = rr C \£ z e,, ... TI e.'."; \_I - C. L / '-
\ "" i'\ 0 I 
r 'F 1.J - Q I + 
' V\ -\ 
Substitutingpm in equation 8, 
r-' \ = ~ )-1- Fr-] 
~n. r .. e.o ol L 
In defining velocity distribution V* is defined as equal to 
•• 
lo = 'Ct. L e
0 
= shear at wall at zero velocity 
\J - r & ( ~ o \]'It 
\..,\1, - l..:?fi 2. • r~} 
















With the value of s+, the type of flow of the liquid at s, at 
the interface, can readily be determined, Deissler (2) has found 
that the outer edge of the buffer zone is at s+ = 26. Knudsen and 
Katz (3) use a value of 30 for the outer limit of the buffer zone. 
Assuming that the data under consideration will yield s+ ~ 26, 
the logarithmic velocity-distribution equation can be used to 
determine the velocity gradient at the interface. Based on 
Nikuradse's experimental data, the turbulent region can be 
defined as 
v+ = s. so + a?. so I"' .s 
+ 
V ( 
/, I ('I/if;' \)\ 
= V:,. s so -f .), .so ;"' s "" .;J, so "' /"' 
Differentiating equation 14 gives 
d V /J cs = .). so ~ 
which can.be 
at S by 
substituted for the determination of the 
rd vfJ s \ \ \ Ji. \ ( ~o 
shear 
Assuming continuity of shear and velocity across the interface, 
allows the shear distribution in the vapor core to be known: 
A\ "· C. Ro l:: ;JL ( d%s t LRo 
,,..._, 
l= 0 
Let 1:'ov represent the shear at the wall that would exist if the 
vapor core continued to a solid boundary, 11 } 

























and let RM- represent the radius to this boundary, Further assuming 
that the vapor is in laminar flow at the interface, the fictitious 
't .. ., can be calculated as 
Be definition V* is equal to fy . Substituting in equation (16) 
Ass'Jllling the vapor flow to be laminar flow between the interface 
and the assumed boundary, the velocity distribution can be defined 
as '-I +-= 'S ,.._ 
Sv is not the fi1m thickness, but is the distance between cRo and 
R*. Thus 






Simplifying equation (19) leads to 
2.. 
v 4 _ ti. ~~ V,,. 
V* 
Let X = vJ ) 'o = 
J.. 
Then X + t ,x.: ~ Q_ ..- O 
X = - o ± \ 0) - 4 ( 
oZ 
. Q.. -) -
(20) 
J 
Again only the positive root is used. 
Equatiqn 20 bas been developed by considering the flow conditions from 





The velocity distribution in tbe vapor core can also be defined. 
Integrating the vapor velocity over the area from the two-phase interface 
to the center of the tube will yield the vapor flow. 
The vapor flow in the laminar region has been defined by equation 18 
{21) 
The limits of the laminar region are frooi the interface to the radius 
+ of S = 5 • 
Velocity distribution in the buffer zone is defined by 
+ 
The limits of the buffer region are fran the radius of S = 5 to 
+ 
the radius of S = 26. 
The final turbulent core bas a velocity distribution according to 
equation (14) 
'I= s.so v~. +.;>.sot}.,. vi +.;;>,SU Vv .. ,L s (23) 
+ 
The lim:1ts of the turbulent region are fran the radius of S = 26 to 












S .. ~ - r 
Substituting for Sand integrating O'ler the area from the interface 
to the center 
ts Ge- j 
.J~ /; • 1 (Y1,~) soot /,.JG-Ord, 
-Qy = ..irr V..~ ~,.~ ,.-)<"Jr + ..'jL- 3.05" ~ + S. oo ~,.., tN 1-1"' ~ · · • 
,,J.,, C <, /j' 
0 (,.f. I 1 
+-'rr J. /5. ,o (+~so ( /,, ( }.'/ ~ .:? so'/,. /,, (R.·r !/ r Jr 
(J, . ( 24) 




.:i 1oe)J>' . ..J. 
-
o?S-~v 1' Y~~ fv ~..J. ~~ 
r,,. ~ 
~ 3 ~ 
.i 
IS ,e )Jv ) 
!5 = R .. ""." .,. JsCfl JcJS/·~1., V,, fv .:; -< Vr, A ,,! ,· j 
• I,- f,, 
:2 .-; s,;; ~)}v .) 
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Knov1ng the hold up or f1JJll thickness and the vol'L118tric nov of the 
tvo pbaaes, T,.z. f c ~ can be determined trail equation 15 a, if, a value of 
t:>.P/z. baa been assmed. VL* can be determined :frcm equation 11 and then 
VcRo can be determined trail equation 14. Thus all tbe unlmovns of 
equaticm 20
1 
T,,. f.~ and V cR have been established and Vv* can be determined. 
Tbe calculated value of vJ is then substituted in equation 28 and the 
calculated value of Q,, can be caa;pared to the experimental. A new value 









q: on for computer solution let: For developing an e uati 
B2 = S.oo.J- {/i) - ! OS' 
J l. ;a._ 
C2 = C E.o - (s 
~ " 
C22 = (s - rt 1. 
D = S.SO + ;,,SO JJ ~ J 
).. j_ 
E = /. S'" R. - f, ,,,t.f{, 
G = Tr Vv,, 
H = fi_i. j~ sAA 
S2 = t;/ S .J- :;~ AA \.. 
\ I • \\- I ;,S 4A '- ~' o \(,AA • (l, !- ~ AA 
T .:i : s=. - i. • a 4 A'-+ sa. e. AA - c.. R a c., AA 
SUbstituting in equation (27 ) 
o< r,r~- r: e..ti ~r: I (.: l.. l I 
4, = 44L .,_ i" - -:r ~ ~ ,r 3. o., c; "'" - r,, J 
+ s (, L~\ [r.~-r~~ ,1-
1 
u G [s:i. -!,~ ~ AA\s.1. Q.. AA -12~ fa ~.:,44] 
-\O ~ L 1-1-1~.S AA\ to ((,AA -12,L J. SAA] ] 
_&,SD ~ r.~ - ;i,So G {). i) 6. \ S.o c:; [ f·+Jf/-1?.i. L Ii. 
-S,oo (;. [ S~ -i.U 4/ +s~ ~AA -\l: J.. ~G.44] 
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For developing an e quation for computer solution let: 
V 
1 
J J l. 1,._ C2 = C Ea - fs 
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I ~ '2. 
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DISCU8SIOI 01 RBBULT8 
A great deal of experimental work bas been carried out with the aim 
of determining a useful relationship for the prediction of tricti<mal. 
pressure drops in tvo phase flov. In general, however, the relationships 
proposed succeed in representing experimental data reasonably well only 
for the particular conditions under which they arose. 
The most widely accepted methods for the prediction of two phase fric-
tional pressure drops are: 
a) Martinelli 's methoch The two phase frictional prest~ure 
drops are correlated to the frictional pressure drops of 
one single phase, supposed flowing alone in the same duct, 
by means of dimensionless parameters, the values of vhich 
are determined experimentally. Martinelli' s method does 
not take into account the various flow patterns and 
considers only four flow mechanisms in connection with 
the type of flow ( viscous or turbulent) of the single 
phases flowing alone. This criterion is not very 
realistic, in fact the accuracy is not the same for 
the different flow patterns, the pressure drop being 
underestimated or overestimated depending on the regime. 
In general, the opinions of the various authors on the 
reliability of this method are not in agreement and no 
definite conclusions can be drawn. 
b) Hcmogeneous Model method: The mixture is assumed to 
be a hanogeneous medium with constant average properties. 
Furthermore, the two phases are supposed to flow with the 
same mean velocity. The mean specific volume of the 
mixture is therefore ccmputed by weighing the single phase 
specific volumes on mass flow rate quality. A friction 
factor is canputed by means of a Reynolds number based on 
the liquid viscosity or on a mean fluidity weighted on 
mass flow rate quality. 
The Hanogeneous Model, too, predicts frictional pressure 
drops to be higher or lower than the actual one, depending 
on the flow rate and quality. 
On the whole, neither Martinelli's nor the Hanogeneous Model appear to be 
sufficiently reliable. The subject of the two phase pressure drop still 
requires a better understanding of the phenanena involved. 
The total pressure drop may be considered to consist of accelerational, 
static and frictional terms and the Lockhart and Martinelli and Hanogeneous 










'rbe accelerational pressure drop in this ncm-vaporizing system arises 
traa the tact that the gas expands under the pressure gradient - in a 
vaporizi.Dg system the change of liquid into vapor also produces a 
pressure drop. In the Hcnogeneous Model it is assmed that the liquid 
and vapor are intillately mixed and hence the liquid must keep pace vith 
the gas and &lso undergo acceleraticm. The Lockhart and Martinelli 
approach, cm the other band, usmea that each phase flova at a velocity 
determined by the volmetric flow rate divided by the cross sectioml 
area of channel occupied by tlat phase (based on the volme fractioo, or 
hold up). In the latter case the liquid is not accelerated vi th the gas 
and hence the accelerational. pressure drop can be much lover, although 
when the liquid hold up is high the restriction of the gas to a smaller 
area of flow can reduce this difference. For annular flov the real 
picture may be intermediate between the Lockbart and Martinelli and 
Hcnogeneous Model since part of the liquid is intimately mixed vi th the 
gas phase in the form of small droplets and part flows separately in the 
form of a film on the tube wall. 
For the method proposed in this paper, the accelerational pressure drop 
due to the change in vapor density was not considered since it did not 
represent a large percentage rL the total pressure drop. For example, 
in Run 7.0<) which bad the greatest pressure gradient thus producing the 
greatest difference in inlet and outlet velocities, the accelerational 
pressure drop accounts for only 31, of the total. De.ta reported by 
Hewitt (5) gives a range of 0.5 to 91, as the percentage accounted for 
by accelerational pressure drop. 
In the Hanogeneous .Model, the static pressure drop is assumed to be equal 
to the mean density defined by: 
Pm = w 
V 
where Wis the total mass rate and V the total volume rate of flow. In 
the Lockhart and Martinelli model the static pressure drop is defined as: 
where R1 is the hold ~ of liquid and PL and Py are the liquid and gas 
phase densities. In the present correlation the contribution of static 
pressure drop for each phase has been properly isolated to the total 
pressure drop of that individual phase. 
The f'ricticmal pressure drop in the Hcmogeneous Model is ass\llled equal 
to that calculated fran the total mass velocity in the tube, the mean 
density and a two phase friction factor, ~p. The latter is calculated 
frcm the two phase Reynolds number, using the normal single phase Reynolds 
mnber-friction factor relationship. The difficulty arises f'ran the 
defin1tion of the two phase Reynolds numBer. It is usual to use the total 
mass velocity and the pipe diameter in defining this, but saae difference of 
opin:f.cm exists as to what is the appropriate value of the viscosity. Sane 
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represent a large percentage rL the 
total pressure drop. For example, 
in Run 7.0<) which bad the greatest pressure gradi
ent thus producing the' 
greatest difference in inlet and ou
tlet velocities, the accelerational
 
pressure drop accounts for only 3~ 
of the total. Data reported by 
Hewitt (5) gives a range of 0.5 to 9",, as th
e percentage accounted for 
by accelerational pressure drop. 
In the Han.ogeneous Model, the stati
c pressure drop is assumed to be eq
ual 
to the mean density defined by: 
Pm. :: ...!.. 
V 
where W is the total mass rate and
 V the total volume rate of flow. 
In 
the Lockhart and Martinelli model t
he static pressure drop is defined 
as: 
where RL is the hold up of liquid a
nd PL and Py are the liquid and gas 
phase densities. In the present co
rrelation the contribution of static
 
pressure drop for each phase has be
en properly iscuated to the total 
pressure drop of tbat individual ph
ase. 
The frictional. pressure drop in the
 Han.ogeneous Model is assmed equal
 
to that calculated frcm the total m
ass velocity in the tube, the mean 
density and a tvo phase friction fa
ctor, f\.rp. The latter is calculate
d 
frc:n the two phase Reynolds naber,
 using the normal single phase Rey
nolds 
number-friction factor relationship
. The difficulty arises fran the 
det.l.n1 tion of the two phase Reynold
s n\118er. It is usual to use the t
otal 
mass velocity and the pipe diameter
 in defining this, but acne differe
nce of 
opinion exists as to what is the a
ppropriate value of the viscosity.
 Sane 
investigators use the liquid viscos
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lation relates the tvo phase 
frictional 
pressure gradient to the gas alo
ne preaaure drop with an empiri
cal multi-
plying factor that is a functio
n ot the Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter I. 
Figure 4 showa a caip.rison of to
tal pressure gradient (5) and predicted 
total pre11ure gradient bued 
on tbe Lockhart correlation. 
The agreement 
is good, however for the presen
t data (4) the Lockhart-Martinelli correla
tion 
vould predict values of pressur
e drop up to 75'1, lower than those
 measured. 
In general, the accuracy ot th
e Lockhart-Martinelli correla
tion is~ 3~. 
Figure 5 shove a cauparison of tota
l pressure gradient based cm t
he 
Hcmogeneous Model. The inheren
t errors in the ass1.111ptions fo
r the basis 
of this method are demoostrate
d by the poor agreement eviden
ced by Figure 5. 
Figure 6 shows a cau:parison of total
 pressure gradient for the pre
sent 
data and calculated total pressu
re gradient based upon the me
thod developed 
1n this paper. Considering th
e basic nature of this theore
tical apprC8ch, 
the agreement between calcula
ted and experimental pressure 
drop is sufficient 
to establish the valid! ty of 
the method rL prediction propo
sed in this paper. 
Sixty percent of the data is vi t
hin! 3~ and another thirty-four 
percent 
is within+ (iyj,. 
Although this may appear to be
 no better than the Lockhart-
Martinelli method, 
one must remember that the M
artinelli Parameter is empiric
al. We have 
achieved here, a sound theore
tical basis for calculating th
e pressure drop 
within the error limits of th
e most popular empirical method
. 
With the increased usage of d
igital cauputers in engineerin
g applications, the 
method proposed in this paper
 could be used for engineering
 type calculations. 
This author feels that the pr
oposed method could best be iq
>roved if a more 
thorough U!lderstancUng of the
 proper correction for the tra
nsport coefficient 
used in equation 15 could be derived tr
an a better understanding of 
the nature 
of the interaction at the int
erface of the liquid and gas. 
If a gas is blown parallel to a
 liquid surface, 1 t will exer
t a drag on 
the surface and cause the liq
uid to nov. The drag will in
crease w1 th 
gas now and at high enough fl
ows the surface will beccme \
UlStable and 
waves will form. The drag of
 the gas cm the liquid and the v
elocity 
profile in the gas then will 
be dependent upon the structu
re of the 
liquid surface. Ge.a loses ma
nentum to the liquid in annul
ar now 1n 
what may be considered two se
parate mechanisms. One is the l
oss where 
the gas directly in contact vi
 th the boundary is moving slowl
y and the 
retarding ei'tect is exerted gra
dually into the main stream. 
The other 
mechanism is that of where gas 
of high velocity blpinges on a
 projecting 
object and loses a part of 1 ts kinetic
 energy. The obstacles in the
 path 
of the gas are the liquid wav
es. 'l'beir pro3ected area and thei
r shapes and 
spacing determine the drag co
efficient, whicli·represents the
 traction of the 
kinetic energy of impingement l
ost. At extremely high flan,
 liquid will 
be torn :f'.raa the surface and dis
persed in the gas stream. Th
eoretical and 
empirical approaches have been 
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FLOW RF.O IME 
'l'ne analysis of any two-phase flow problem must begin with an 
investigation of the flow regime, Because of the fundamental 
difference between the various flow configurations, the pressure 
drop, void fraction and stability characteristics of' a multiphase 
system are essentially determined by the existing flow regime. 
'l'ne flow regime for the upward vertical flow of gas-liquid 
mixtures has been variously described by many investigators (l)(S) 
(9)(10)(11). The descriptions of most of these workers were 
based upon visual and qualitative studies. Most existing methods 
of predicting the most likely flow pattern in a given situation, 
use the so-called flow regime "maps". These maps which are very 
largely empirical, usually apply only to the conditions of the 
original experiments. The boundary between any two f'l()',ol regimes 
is not well defined, and transition lines shown 1n the now maps 
are in actuality mean lines drawn through transition bends. One 
such method is shown in Figure 7. The transition lines are those 
proposed by Fair (15). 'l'ne coordinates are total mass flow rate 
and the reciprocal of the Lockhart-Martinelli para.meter. A plot 
of the present data (4) shows that the data falls in both the 
annular and mist regimes. 'l'ne family of curves established by 
the data have been identified with the Froude number as the 
parameter. 'l'ne Froude num_ber is a dimensionless group in fluid 
flow which is the ratio of~ia forces to gravitational forces. 
Thus, it becomes apparent th~ce the flow system has been 
identified and the value of 1/X determined, the flow regime might 
better be determined by the Froude number than by total mass flow 
rate. This concept will be pursued later in this section. 
Another method which has the advantage of greater precision of 
definition has been illustrated in Figure 1. There is a significant 
change in pressure gradient when a change or regime occurs. De.ta 
reported in this method by Hewitt (5) with liquid rate as a parameter 
as illustrated in Figure 8, shows that the second minimum pressure 
gradient occurs at essentially the same vapor rate. However, based 
upon Govier's work (12), which included more data over a wider range 
of vapor flow and liquid rates, the liquid rates will shift the 
transition points. It is apparent that a conoiderable a.mount of 
experimental data would have to be developed if' engineering type 
calculations were to be based upon this method, 
A different approach which has been considered before (13)(14), 
is pursued in this pa~er, In Fi~re 9, data has been plotted from 
different sources (4)(5)(12)(16)(17) which include data for such 
systems as air-water, gas-oil, and gas-naphtha, with pipe sizes 
including 1.025", 1.25", 6", 7,75", 8", and 10". Figure 9, Overlay, 
has transition lines from three sources; Reference 13 is the 
transition line drawn for data plotted by Moissis; Reference 4 is 
the transition line drawn for the data plotted in Figure 9; and 
Reference 14 is e.n empirical transition line by Griffith and Wallis, 
Figure 9, Overlay, is reconunended as the basis for detennining 
existence of annular flow • 
-27-
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HOLD-UP RATIO 
One of the distinguishing characteristics of two-phase vertical 
flow is -the developnent, within the flow section, of a concentration 
of the denser phase greater than that in the supply mixture. The 
tenn hold-up ratio as used in this paper is the percentage of the 
volume of the tube occupied by the liquid in the flow section. 
The main object in carrying out Hewitt's work as reported in (4) 
was the extension of the Lockhart-Martinelli hold-up correlation 
which does not extend very far into the annular flo',f region; in this 
connection, it was not considered necessary to measure li-quid 
distribution (i.e., entrainment). The measurements of the liquid 
hold-up by a dra~nage method are described in a later section of 
this paper. 
If one makes the assumption f'or the annular flow regime that Lhe 
hold-up in the entrained phase is negligible, then one can calculate 
the film thickness from the hold-up. 
Hewitt's later work as reported in ( 5) measured film thickness "With 
electric probes. In thfs case, hold-up could be calculated from the 
measured film thickness, still assuming negligible entrainment. 
'!be validity of this assumption is demonstrated by Figure 10. 
The earlier experimental hold-up values and the newer calculated 
hold-up values are plotted vs. the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter X. 
This paper presents a new empirical approach to determining the 
hold-up ratio, The use of a plot of NFR vs. Cvn has been used for 
establishing flow regime, This idea has been extended with the 
use of hold-up ratio as a parameter. Figure 11 is such a plot 
using the present data . 
Starting with zero hold-up at a cvn equal to one, Figure 11 
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AS REPORTED BY HEWI'l'I' ( 4 ) 
.rn-rw Dn,p aM Holdup Data for Alr-walff Plow 










viscosity dcnslt~ vltcoihr 
RL lhickncu sra
dlcnt 
(lb/hr) Ob/hr) (lb/rl 
Ob/0 hr) Ob/n' Ob/fl hr 
(%) yl (lb/fl'
) 




3.01 199.7 77.89 
0.0774 0.0433 62.31 
2.36 2.76 
8.69 <4.189 
3.02 199.7 95.9 
0.0775 0.0434 62.34 
2.5-4 2.91 
9.13 <4.680 
J.O) 200.1 150.5 
0.0778 0.04J.4 62.)5 
2.58 3.39 10
.69 5.926 
).04 200.6 189.0 
0.0794 0.04J.4 62.36 
2.70 2.70 1
2.50 6.281 
3.05 206.4 295.7 
0.0818 0.0431 62.35 
2.68 '4.21 
13.9<4 9.029 
3.06 206.4 393.4 
0.0827 0.0432 62.35 
2.60 09 1
5.38 10.89 
3.07 208.3 489.3 
0.0844 0.0433 62.36 
2.6" 5.38 17
.06 12.36 
3.08 210.I 718.6 
-








3.10 211.6 971.0 





3 62.35 2.56 
5.95 19.4-4 
15.09 
3.12 207.7 1156.0 
0.0891 0.0433 62.)5 
2.59 B.,48 
27.13 21.80 
4.01 248.) 39.6 
0.0790 0.0432 62.30 
2.31 1.73 
5.4-4 3.396 
4.02 25-4.2 96.1 
0.0803 0.04J.4 62.32 
2.43 2.13 
6.69 6.568 
4.03 2.54.4 149.8 
0.0803 0.0435 62.33 
2.50 2.46 
7.81 8.255 
4.04 2.57.4 196.5 
0.0811 0.0435 62.35 
2.58 2. 78 
8.75 9.580 
4.05 2.55.8 302.2 
0.0824 0.0436 62.J.4 
2.55 3.18 
10.00 1,J.59 
4.06 2.59.8 404.3 
0.0846 0.0436 62.34 
2.52 3.58 
11.25 15.74 
4.07 260.6 499.8 
0.0860 0.0436 62.35 
2.57 4.09 
12.94 19.09 
4.08 262.6 628.3 
0.0877 0.0435 62.35 
2.58 4.47 
14.19 20.90 
4.09 265.7 755.6 




 0.0904 0.0433 
62.36 2.65 
5.57 17.63 ) 
24.69 
4.11 263.7 1024.0 
0.0920 0.0434 62.36 
2.66 6.14 
19.50 28.07 
4.12 268.6 1287.0 
0.0961 0.0433 62.38 
2.68 6.86 2
1.50 30.89 
5.01 284.8 40.92 
0.0798 0.0432 62.31 
2.39 1.55 
4.88 4.658 
5.02 284.2 104.3 





1 62.36 2.6" 
2.22 7.00 
9.808 
5.04 289.4 200.6 
0.0826 0.0433 62.36 
2.6" 2.50 
7.88 11.97 
5.05 285.8 294.8 
0.0839 0.04J.4 62.36 
2.68 2.93 
9.19 14.51 
5.06 288.8 414.5 
0.0857 0.0435 62.36 
2.6" , 3.27 
10.25 17.55 
5.07 307.5 506.9 
0.0908 0.0431 62.37 
2.72 3.58 
11.3 I 22.35 
5.08 307.2 657.4 · 
0.0928 0.0432 62.38 
2.76 4.04 1
2.7S 24.83 
5.09 308.I 741.8. 
0.0938 0.0433 62.37 
2.72 4.53 1
4.31 24.32 
5.10 312.2 847.4 
0.09SI 0.0433 62.38 
2.76 4.81 
15.19 I 27.99 
5.11 311.4 962.3 
0.0965 0.04J.4 62.31 
2.40 5.20 
16.44 31.22 
5.12 314.0 1236.0 
0.0999 0.0435 62.38 
2.76 6.31 
20.00 35.73 
6.01 456.2 39.03 








6.03 450.5 138.9 
0.0903 0.0433 62.37 
2.67 1.48 
4.63 18.10 
6.04 459.1 189.6 
0.0922 I 0.0434 62.37 
2.67 1.60 
5.00 20.S1 
6.05 481.6 284.4 
0.0971 0.0435 62.35 
2.62 1.82 
S.69 26.70 
6.06 467.4 399.5 
0.0987 0.0435 62.33 
2.50 2.14 
6.75 28.83 
6.07 481.6 534.5 
0.1027 0.0437 62.33 
2.50 2.47 
7.81 32.85 
6.08 478.6 650.9 
0.1048 0.0440 62.35 
2.57 2.81 
8.81 36.74 
6.09 489.8 725.0 
0.1075 0.0439 62.35 
2.61 3.00 
9.44 39.13 
6.10 459.9 849.4 








7.01 509.3 100.3 
0.0924 0.0439 62.30 
2.319 1.25 
3.88 18.71 
7.02 504.8 141.2 
0.0954 0.0435 62.27 
2.170 1.40 
4.31 20.43 












3 62.35 2.558 
2.11 6.56 
31.85 










7.08 531,7 730.7 
0.1154 0.0431 62.39 
2.834 2.85 
9.00 46.08 





8.01 382.1 104.9 
0.0870 0.0435 62.3
2 2.426 
1 • .506 4.75 12
.91 









































 0.10$7 o.0432 62.3
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CALCULATED DATA 
+ 
No. 5i Re1 
3.01 12-35 101.6 .999516 
2110 
3.02 13.02 116.2 .999403 
2105 
3.03 17.37 179.8 .999062 
2099 
3.04 21.34 216.1 .9988o2 
2026 
3.05 28.37 341.0 .998124 
2024 
3.06 35.73 468.1 .997478 
1983 
3.07 41.86 574.2 .996831 
1941 
I 3.08 
60.65 830.4 .995294 1899 
·1 
3.09 74.94 976.2 .994484 
1896 
,I 
3.10 72.63 1111.8 .993582 
1863 
I 
3.11 55-35 775.7 .995779 
1871 
I I 3.12 92.07 1394.2 
.992109 1748 
4.01 7.64 52.6 .999805 
3382 
4.02 13.56 121.5 .999513 
3177 
4.03 17.46 184-3 .999242 
3184 
4.04 20.50 234.4 .999008 
3197 
!I 4.05 27.59 365.1 .9
98441 3062 
4.06 35.47 494.7 .997893 
2999 
4.07 44.29 600.5 .997362 
2924 
4.08 50.64 752.7 .996646 
2859 
,. I 4.09 58.51 892.5 .995908 2777 4.10 66.32 1000.6 .995353 2759 
4.11 78.13 1195.1 .994304 
2632 
I ·I 4.12 89.6o 
1493.2 .992672 2511 
8.41 .999816 4035 5.01 52.5 
·I 5.02 
14.15 126.6 .999521 3
864 
5.03 16.61 170.5 .999334 
3942 
5.04 20.80 233.7 .999083 
3895 
5.05 26.40 338.6 .998614 
3685 
5.06 33.07 483.8 .998031 
3611 
5.07 40.36 573.0 .997606 
3650 
5.08 47.23 735.4 .996827 
3493 
5.09 52.79 843.1 .996392 
3442 
5.10 59.56 949.8 .995879 
3442 
5.11 78.41 1241.6 .995237 
3330 
5.12 88.49 1390.8 .993736 
3168 
6.01 10.17 50.7 .999880 
8651 
6.02 14.40 114.7 .999709 
8025 
6.03 15.54 159.6 .999554 
7890 
6.04 17.92 217.9 .999390 
7862 
6.05 23.76 333.2 .999081 
7806 
6.06 30.64 491.0 .998648 
7122 
6.07 37.83 657.5 .998175 
6990 
6.08 43.90 779.5 .997719 
6635 
6.09 47.80 855.3 .997454 
6608 
6.10 58.75 1047.5 .996839 
5888 




No, SL R6L 
/ 
,,__ 7.01 15,32 132.6 .999708 
9628 
7.02 18.99 199.5 ,999572 
8875 
7.03 18.55 230.0 .9994 33 
896o 
7.o4 25.24 358.2 .999091 
8556 
7.05 30.68 477.1 .9
98687 7459 
7.06 34.94 554 .3 .998400 
7267 
7.07 42.22 697.7 .997898 
6853 
7.08 45,79 793.6 .997465 
6758 
7.09 6o.4o 1019.8 .996
842 6274 
8.01 14.63 132.6 .99961'( 
6114 
8.02 17,21 175.1 ,999483 
5948 
8.03 19.25 245,3 .999204 
58o7 
8.o4 23.85 325.7 ,998874 
5513 
8.05 30.42 447~0 .9981142
 5366 
8.06 34,33 511.l .998o92 
5121 
8.07 41.10 620.1 .997559 
4705 






WERIMEN!AL EQIJIPMENl' AND PRQCEIXJRE 
USED BY HEWI 'l'r ( 4 ) 
Fig. l shows the final form of 
the apparatus. The air was draw
n fr0m the 
mains supply through a c0arse re
ducing valve and fed throut:h an 
aut0matic pressure 
contnller-recorder (A) set to give 20 
psig at its outlet. From there
, the air 
flawed through a surge tank (B) and man
ual flow-control valve (2)· to the ventu
ri-
meter (D). Between the valve (2) and t
he venturimeter an air bleed lin
e was fitted 
to provide a draught over the hy
drometer (c). From the venturimeter th
e air flowed 
to the mixer (L) at the base of the tes
t section (M).. Pressure gauges (E and 
f) 
and a thermometer (G) were fitted int-J 
the air feed line a:s indicated. 
Demineralized wa·ter was stored i
n .a large tanK (H) and pumped from ther
e by 
a 1/3-hp electrically driven pwn
p (J) to a bank ,Jf fl,Jwmeters and thenc
e t0 the 
·mixer (L) in which the liquid was forced 
thrvUl:;h an annular slJt into th
e tube 
carrying the air stream. 
The air-water mixture leaving th
e column (M) was separated by the cyclo
nes 
(P), the water being returned to the re
servoir by way vf a tw,J-way funn
el arrange-
ment (s) which allowed the water to be fed into a 
bucKet for calibration purposes 
if required. 
Pressure tappings spaced j ft. a
part at the top and bott,Jm of th
e colwrm (M) 
were led through water- remuval f
lasks to the manometer board. S
,J also were the 
two tappings on the venturimete
r. The manometer board carried 
a se_lecti...m of mer-
cury, water and inclined manome
ters and their associated valves 
to permit accurate 
measurement of pressures over th
e test se..ctiun and venturimeter 
under any operating 
conditions. One mercury manome
ter (Ml) was connected permanently in th
e high 
pressure line from the venturim
etet to permit a checK on the co
nstancy of the 
chosen flow settings at any tim
e. 
The colunm was constructed from 
Perspex, 1.25 ·in. internal diam
eter with the 
mixer and 30-in. calming section
 and was fitted with two specia
l 2.5-in. Perspex 
stopcocks. These were linked by
 way of their handles s0 as to 
be capable o_f 
simultaneous operation when req
uired. The upper valve was of t
he conventional 
two-way type, except that it wa
s fitted with a small air-bleed 
hole arranged to 
vent the test section when the 
valves were closed.. The lower v
alve was of the 
three-way type, the. third branch
 providing a passage for the air
 and water diverted 
from the test _section on ·closing
 the valves. There was also a 
small bleed line 
through this valve plunger to a
llow drainage and measurement o
f the water holdup 




The instruments used were of 
a simple nature. Atmospheric
 pressure was read 
from a recording aneroid baro
meter. Ambient temperature an
d humidity were deter-
mined from the readings of a 
vet and dry bulb hygrometer. 
The approximate humidity and 
temperature of the air flowin
g through the 
apparatus were determined from
 the readings on another two.:. 
thermometer hygrometer'. 
acted upon by a draught from 
a bleed line from the air-pipe
. 
All other temperatures were m
easured by mercury-in-glass Fa
hrenheit ther-
mometers. 
The pressure of the air suppl
y was automatically c0ntr0Thd
 and recorded by 
a proprietary instrument. Th
e pressure downstream of .the v
enturimeter was 
register~d on a Bourdon tube 
gauge in psi and a -single-leg
 mercury manometer in 
cm Hg. 
The flowmeters for the water 
were of the float type and we
re calibrated. 
Their maximum through-put ran
ged from 60 lb./hr. to 630 lb./
hr., giving a total 
capacity of about 1500 lb./hr
. 
The U-tube manometers were co
nventional and calibrated ·in c
entimeters. · Catch-
pots were fitted at either en
d of each manometer to preven
t liquid blow-back into 
the air-filled pipelines. 
The inclined manometers were 
water-filled and calibrated in
ches water gauge, 
allowance having been made fo
r the angle of slope. 
Procedure 
The four water flowmeters wer
e calibrated by weighing the 
amount discharged 
over a measured time. Prelim
inary runs were done with air 
only, covering the 
full range available, to obta
in data for calculation of the
 friction factor for 
the test section. The full r
ange of test runs were then c
arried out in groups by 
varying the ·water flowrate w
hile maintaining the air flow
rate roughly constant for 
each group. 
Test procedure was as follows
: 
The main colwnn stopcocks were
 opened fully and the manome
ters isolated from 
the venturimeter and column p
ressure tappings by operation
 of the appropriate 
valves. 
The water pump and air supply
 were turned on, and the flow
rates set roughly 
at the required values. The 
fixed manometer on the high-p
ressure side of the 
venturimeter was used as an i
ndicator for the air-flow, wh
ile the water rate was 
shown by the rotameters. Wit
h the flowrates nearly correc
t, the manometer board 
was brought into operation by
 manipulation of the control v
alves:, and the rates 







Conditions being steady, the ven
turimeter pressures and pressure
 difference 
vere measured from the manomete
rs and then the appropriate valv
es vere operated 
to change the manometers aver fr
om the venturimeter to the colu
mn pressure tappings. 
Again the pressures and pressure
 difference vere recorded. 
The water-filled U-tube manomet
ers and inclined manometers vere
 brought in 
use as the pressur~s to be measu
red grew smaller, so that a cons
istent degree of 
accuracy was maintained. 
The water discharged from the se
parators was collected for a me
asured time 
interval and weighed. This was 
done several times during each r
un. 
When the air and water flovrates
 had been established with accu
racy, together 
with information about temperat
ures, ambient conditions, etc., 
the two main stop-
cocks were snapped shut. Immed
iately a~er this the air and wa
ter supplies were 
stopped to remove the load from 
the small, auxiliary cyclonic s
eparator. 
A~er a few minutes' interval, 
to permit adequate drainage, the
 bleed line 
from the lover valve was opened,
 along with the air vent in the
 top valve, and 
the water holdup run out into a 
tared beaker. This was then rew
eighed. 
The whole procedure was repeated
, being completed four times for
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